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Abstract: In a dynamic business environment, the accuracy of sales forecasts plays a pivotal role in strategic decision making and resource allocation. This article offers a systematic review of the existing literature on techniques and methodologies used in forecasting, especially in sales forecasting across various domains, aiming to provide a nuanced understanding of the field. Our study examines the literature from 2013 to 2023, identifying key techniques and their evolution over time. The methodology involves a detailed analysis of 516 articles, categorized into classical qualitative approaches, traditional statistical methods, machine learning models, deep learning techniques, and hybrid approaches. The results highlight a significant shift towards advanced methods, with machine learning and deep learning techniques experiencing an explosive increase in adoption. The popularity of these models has surged, as evidenced by a rise from 10 articles in 2013 to over 110 by 2023. This growth underscores their growing prominence and effectiveness in handling complex time series data. Additionally, we explore the challenges and limitations that influence forecasting accuracy, focusing on complex market structures and the benefits of extensive data availability.
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1. Introduction

The term sales forecasting is a pivotal concept in the economic sphere, essential for strategic planning in modern industries. This study explores the evolving methodologies, technologies, and trends that shape the landscape of sales forecasting, which has seen significant transformations due to technological advancements, market dynamics, and shifts in consumer behavior [1–3].

Before the widespread adoption of heuristic and basic statistical methods, sales forecasting was often a rudimentary process embedded in the general experience and intuition of business owners and managers. Decisions were predominantly made based on personal observations and simple extrapolations of past sales performances without any formal methodological support. This informal approach was largely unstructured and subjective, heavily reliant on individual judgment and local market knowledge.

As businesses expanded and markets became more dynamic, these primitive methods proved inadequate. This led to the development and adoption of heuristic methods, which provided a more structured yet still largely intuitive approach to forecasting. Heuristics involved rules of thumb and were slightly more systematic, drawing on accumulated business experience and historical data patterns [4]. Alongside them, basic statistical methods began to emerge which utilized simple mathematical models to predict future sales based on historical data, marking the initial steps towards more scientific approaches in forecasting.
However, the modern era has witnessed a paradigm shift to sophisticated algorithmic and data-driven approaches, drastically changing the field’s dynamics. The limitations of heuristic and simple statistical methods became apparent as markets grew in complexity and data availability increased. This shift was driven by the need for more accurate forecasting, which is crucial for effective inventory management, financial planning, and strategic decision making. Inaccuracies in forecasting can lead to substantial financial losses, missed opportunities, and operational inefficiencies. As such, businesses are increasingly leveraging advanced methodologies, including modern statistical models and machine learning techniques, to enhance forecast accuracy [5,6].

Despite these advancements, significant gaps remain in our understanding and practical application of these methods, particularly in how they can be integrated and optimized across various market conditions. Our research is motivated by the need to systematically review and synthesize the breadth of existing works, identify key trends and gaps, and propose a comprehensive framework that can guide both current research and future practice in sales forecasting. This need becomes critical, as many previous literature reviews focus narrowly on specific sectors or a single technological approach, which may limit their applicability and relevance across broader sales forecasting contexts.

This comprehensive study delves into the intricate world of sales forecasting, a critical component of contemporary business strategy and decision-making. Our research meticulously examines the titles and abstracts of 1007 papers, which represent the cutting-edge developments over the past decade, from January 2013 to March 2024, in this field. Our objective is to construct a well-defined taxonomy of the technologies employed in sales forecasting, scrutinize the variety of publication venues, elucidate the prevalent terminology, and ultimately decode the key factors that drive the concept of sales forecasting in the context of predictive business analytics.

To achieve this, the systematic mapping study (SMS) method [7] was employed, a rigorous approach that enables a comprehensive and structured exploration of the existing literature. This method facilitates the identification of trends, gaps, and clusters in research, allowing us to map out the field of sales forecasting effectively.

This paper makes substantial contributions to the field of sales forecasting by offering a detailed analysis of technological advancements across various domains and identifying critical research gaps. Our systematic approach not only tracks the evolution of forecasting methodologies from traditional statistical techniques to modern machine learning and deep learning applications but also proposes future research directions to fill identified gaps. By bridging the gap between theoretical research and practical application, this study provides actionable insights for both academics and practitioners, enhancing their understanding of the field. The comprehensive review and the recommendations presented here aim to inspire ongoing innovation and underscore the growing significance of integrating real-time data and advanced analytics into sales forecasting practices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The research methodology is detailed in Section 2, outlining the systematic steps taken to curate our study. Section 3 presents an overview of the existing sales forecasting approaches using a comparison framework and the findings from our analysis, presenting a distilled synthesis of the extensive data we have gathered. This section reveals insights into the technological underpinnings, thematic concentrations, and the evolutionary trajectory of sales forecasting research. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and bridges the current state of knowledge with prospective exploratory avenues, setting the stage for subsequent inquiries and advancements in the field.

2. Research Approach

The research approach for this systematic mapping review is designed to comprehensively map out the existing literature on sales forecasting, focusing particularly on its evolution and the methodologies employed. A systematic mapping study is used as a methodology to investigate the field of sales forecasting. SMSs resemble other systematic
reviews, such as Systematic Literature Reviews (SLRs) [8] which synthesize existing research in established fields, yet they differ in that they use broader inclusion criteria to select a more diverse array of research papers. Their aim is to classify topics within a field, as opposed to synthesizing the results of studies. Our study encompasses the extant body of work within sales forecasting. The procedure depicted in Figure 1 comprises six distinct steps, each yielding its own specific outcomes.
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**Figure 1.** Methodology overview.

1. Formulating research questions with broad search criteria, such as keywords, language, and publication type. This foundational step shapes the direction of the review and sets the boundaries for inclusion.
2. Conducting searches for primary studies in various databases including Scopus, Elsevier, Springer, and IEEE Xplore. This step ensures the comprehensiveness of the literature collection and the breadth of the research coverage.
3. Screening of papers, which involves a meticulous review to ascertain each paper’s relevance based on the predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria.
4. Keywording of abstracts: here, the aim is to identify and catalog key terms and concepts from the abstracts, which aids in categorizing the papers and discerning thematic trends.
5. Data extraction: this step extracts pertinent data from the selected papers, ensuring that all relevant information is captured for analysis.
6. Exploring research, the mapping of studies, which is the culmination of the process where the extracted data are analyzed to identify trends, and gaps in the existing research and charting the landscape of sales forecasting studies.

Our systematic approach, outlined above, enabled us to construct a detailed overview of the sales forecasting field, providing a platform for future research initiatives to build upon. The next sections detail each step of the SMS.

**2.1. Definition of Research Questions**

In crafting our systematic mapping study, the initial step was to precisely define the research questions. The questions were designed to be both inclusive and specific, guiding the subsequent search and ensuring that the study remained focused on the pertinent issues within the field of sales forecasting.

RQ₁: What is the annual number of studies on sales forecasting?
RQ₂: In what venues are research papers on sales forecasting published?
RQ3: What is the specific terminology used in sales forecasting?
RQ4: What datasets are used to evaluate the proposed approaches for sales forecasting?
RQ5: What performance metrics are used in sales forecasting literature?
RQ6: What limitations do the proposed solutions for sales have?
RQ7: What are the methods and the technologies used in sales forecasting?
RQ8: How have those techniques evolved over time?
RQ9: How do sales forecasting models differ across various industries?
RQ10: How are real-time sales forecasting models implemented, and what impact do they have on revenue?

Section 3 provides comprehensive responses to each of the research questions delineated in detail.

2.2. Conducting Searches for Primary Studies

The primary objective of this phase is to compile a comprehensive collection of scientific articles relevant to our research questions. The searches were conducted in April 2023, using renowned databases such as Scopus, Elsevier, Springer, and IEEE Xplore to acquire pertinent literature. Our search strategy was guided by a carefully crafted query string, designed to capture the core aspects of our research focus within the expansive subject area. This study employed a search query that amalgamated research themes and questions with essential keywords, using boolean operators. The initial query, (“sales” OR “revenue”) AND (“prediction” OR “forecasting” OR “estimating” OR “recommendation”), yielded more than 325,000 publications.

2.3. Examination of Papers

In this phase, two steps were performed: the screening of papers and the analysis of keywords in abstracts to further refine our search. We implemented filters, including publication date, language, and publication type (refer to Table 1) to enhance our search string (refer to Table 2) and, to focus on the most pertinent studies. This rigorous process allowed us to significantly narrow down our results to 3801 articles, ensuring that our review was both thorough and concentrated on the most relevant and up-to-date research in the field of sales forecasting.

Based on the abstract, we excluded 554 sources not relevant to sales forecasting topics of papers, obtaining 516 papers presented in this study.

Table 1. Inclusion/exclusion criteria for the study on sales forecasting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Inclusion criteria (3801 sources identified) | - Title/abstract/keywords include search string in Table 2.  
- The paper is published after 2013. |
| Exclusion criteria (1070 sources selected) | - The source is not a research paper (blog, presentation, etc.).  
- Duplications.  
- The source is not open access.  
- The source is not in English or French. |

Table 2. Search query structure.

(“sales” OR “revenue” OR “product” OR “finance” OR “market” OR “industry” OR “market”, “demand”) AND (“prediction” OR “prevision” OR “forecasting” OR “estimating” OR “recommendation” OR “machine learning” OR “regression” OR “time series” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “deep learning” OR “neural networks” OR “data mining” OR “predictive analytics” OR “predictive modeling”)
2.4. Data Extraction

The data extraction phase is a crucial component of the SMS, serving as the foundation for synthesizing and analyzing the vast amounts of articles collected from the reviewed literature. The primary objective during this stage is to methodically extract pertinent information that directly contributes to answering the predefined research questions. This process involves identifying relevant data points from each selected paper.

To facilitate a structured and efficient extraction process, a data extraction form is meticulously designed and utilized. This form is tailored to capture essential attributes and metrics from each study, which are critical for addressing the research questions and objectives of the SMS. The attributes include, but are not limited to, the study title, publication details, type of study, key findings, and any identified limitations. Additionally, information regarding the journal or conference name, performance measures, models, technology used, the main objective of the study, experimental performance, and the domain area are collected. These attributes are chosen based on their relevance to the research questions. Table 3 provides the data extraction form used in this SMS.

Table 3. Data extraction form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Research Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>RQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Article year</td>
<td>RQ1, RQ8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Citation (number/BibTeX)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Domain area</td>
<td>RQ5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Experimental performance of proposed models</td>
<td>RQ7, RQ10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>RQ4, RQ10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Journal/conference name</td>
<td>RQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Limitations</td>
<td>RQ6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Models and technology</td>
<td>RQ7, RQ8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>RQ7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Performance measures</td>
<td>RQ5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Study title</td>
<td>RQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Type of study</td>
<td>RQ2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Addressing Validity Threats

In qualitative research, the integrity of the study is often challenged by various validity threats. These threats, if not properly managed, can undermine the reliability and generalizability of the research findings. Recognizing this, we embarked on a meticulous analysis of potential biases and validity threats that could influence the outcomes of our investigation. To fortify our study against such vulnerabilities, we introduce a series of strategic measures aimed at mitigating these risks. Drawing upon the insights provided by Pinciroli et al. [9], we detail these interventions as follows:

1. **Descriptive Validity**: This pertains to the factual accuracy of the reported data. To safeguard against inaccuracies, we standardized the terminologies and criteria across the study. Furthermore, a comprehensive data extraction template was deployed to ensure consistent and precise recording of information, thereby enhancing the reliability of our data collection process.

2. **Theoretical Validity**: This concerns the study’s capacity to accurately capture the concepts it aims to investigate. To enhance our theoretical grasp, we meticulously crafted a search strategy, employing both automatic and manual search techniques across esteemed digital libraries in computer science and software engineering. Additionally, by defining clear inclusion and exclusion criteria, we minimized the risk of omitting relevant literature, thereby strengthening our theoretical foundation.

3. **Generalization Validity**: This aspect examines the study’s potential for broader applicability beyond the immediate research context. By formulating general yet incisive research questions, we paved the way for findings that not only shed light on
specific instances of sales forecasting applications but also offer insights with wider relevance, enhancing the study’s overall external validity.

4. **Evaluative Validity**: This facet evaluates the logical soundness of the study’s conclusions. To uphold the integrity of our evaluative processes, the analysis was conducted independently by multiple researchers, with overlapping responsibilities to identify and reconcile any discrepancies. This collaborative yet independent review process ensured that our conclusions were not only grounded in the data but also subjected to rigorous scrutiny.

5. **Transparency Validity**: The reproducibility of a study is paramount to its credibility. We documented our research methodology with meticulous detail, providing a clear and comprehensive guide that allows for the replication of our study. This commitment to transparency not only validates our research process but also contributes to the body of knowledge by enabling subsequent scholars to build upon our work with confidence.

2.6. **Data Synthesis**

Data synthesis aims to integrate and analyze information from selected studies, addressing the research questions effectively. In this process, we employ a multifaceted approach to data analysis, leveraging a combination of narrative synthesis and quantitative visualization techniques. This includes the utilization of descriptive tables that summarize key findings and trends, as well as various graphical tools. Specifically, we make use of bar charts, pie charts, and line graphs to visually represent data distributions, patterns, and correlations identified during our analysis. These methods collectively enhance our ability to interpret the compiled data comprehensively, facilitating a deeper understanding of the study’s overarching themes and findings.

3. **Results of SMS on Sales Forecasting**

In this section, the findings of this SMS will be presented and discussed for each research question (RQ).

3.1. **Studies on Sales Forecasting**

A detailed review of the literature focusing on sales forecasting underscores a burgeoning interest in the field. Data analysis from 2013 to 2023 highlights a remarkable, sustained growth in research efforts, especially evident from 2016, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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*Figure 2. The evolution of the number of published works on sales forecasting over time.*
This analysis covers a decade of research with a total of 516 articles. The distribution of these articles over the years shows initial modest engagement, with only 10 studies identified in 2013. However, the ensuing years witnessed a substantial increase in scholarly output, especially after 2016, reaching a peak in recent years. This indicates that sales forecasting has become a trending topic within the academic community. The data for 2024 were excluded from this analysis to avoid misinterpretation due to the incomplete nature of the year’s data. This ensures that the trends depicted are based on complete and accurate data, providing a clearer and more reliable representation of the research trends in sales forecasting.

3.2. Venues Publishing Sales Forecasting Research

Research on sales forecasting is disseminated across a variety of venues, reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of the field that spans business, economics, statistics, and computer science. As presented in Figure 3, the distribution of the top 10 publication venues provides insights into the focal points and trends within the field. For instance, a significant portion of the research, constituting 11.9% (62 papers), is published in the International Journal of Forecasting, indicating its prominence as a leading journal in the forecasting community. Expert Systems with Applications comprised 9.2% of the papers (47 papers), which points to the integration of artificial intelligence in sales forecasting methodologies. Moreover, “Others”, representing 42.2% of the distribution, comprises a multitude of journals that cater to niche aspects of sales forecasting, suggesting varied research.

Concerning publication types, the papers analyzed in this study are distributed as follows: 87% in journals, 11% in conference proceedings, and 2% in books, highlighting the predominant role of journal publications in disseminating research findings.

3.3. Terminology Used in Sales Forecasting

We created two keyword clouds: one based on the titles of the selected publications (Figure 4) and the second one based on their abstracts (Figure 5). The size of the word in the cloud indicates its frequency in the dataset. Here, we can observe that several terms are central to the discussion on sales forecasting within the selected publications.

In the keyword cloud derived from publication titles (Figure 4), prominent terms include “forecasting”, “sales”, “demand”, “prediction”, “time series”, “model”, and “machine learning”. These terms suggest a strong focus on predictive modeling and the use of machine learning techniques to anticipate sales and demand.
On the other hand, the keyword cloud from the abstracts (Figure 5) highlights not only “forecasting” and “sales” but also “data”, “algorithm”, “method”, “product”, and “market”. The presence of “neural network”, “deep learning”, “time series”, and “regression” indicates the application of statistical and artificial intelligence methods to sales forecasting. Additionally, the term “feature” points to the importance of feature engineering in improving the accuracy of predictive models.

Figure 5. Word cloud of sales forecasting literature based on the papers’ abstracts.

Based on the study of the keywords, we can establish that both clouds indicate a multidisciplinary approach that leverages statistical methods, machine learning algorithms, and time series analysis to address the dynamic and complex nature of sales forecasting. The emphasis on “market”, “product”, and “demand” underscores the practical, real-world application of these techniques in various industries, as suggested by terms such as “retail”, “electric vehicle”, “agricultural”, and “supply chain”.

3.4. Datasets Used in Sales Forecasting

The evaluation of sales forecasting approaches is essential for understanding their effectiveness, scalability, and applicability to real-world scenarios. The datasets used in these evaluations vary widely depending on the domain of application, the granularity of data required, and the specific goals of the forecasting model. Although many of these
datasets remain private and thus inaccessible, there are notable public datasets that serve as standard benchmarks (Figure 6). However, due to the specialized and confidential nature of sales forecasting, it is rare for studies to use the same dataset more than once, underscoring the variability and complexity of the challenges faced in this field.
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**Figure 6.** Distribution of dataset by privacy type.

In this SMS, we categorize these datasets into three main types based on their availability: public datasets, which are open and freely accessible, private datasets, which are not publicly available, and hybrid datasets. It is observed that some research efforts use a mix of both public and private datasets or combine multiple public datasets to conduct their experiments.

The datasets employed in the field of sales forecasting are highly varied, tailored to the specific needs of the forecasting task at hand, whether it involves analyzing historical sales data, inventory levels, or economic indicators. Table 4 gives an overview of the percentage of datasets used in the articles reviewed in this study. From the table, it is clear that time series data are the most used in sales forecasting studies. This prevalence is understandable given that sales are inherently tied to time; these types of data are crucial for time series analysis. Textual data are also employed, as these forms of data consist of natural language or unstructured text, making them valuable for sentiment analysis to gauge customer sentiment and predict sales trends. Tabular data are another key type used in sales forecasting. Structured in nature, they can encapsulate product characteristics that are essential for predicting sales outcomes.

Furthermore, there are studies that combine multiple data types, such as product characteristics, sales data, inventory levels, and economic indicators, to forecast sales. These works often employ multiple models to enhance prediction accuracy. Image data and network data are less commonly used in this context. Regarding hybrid data (combining public and private datasets), the researchers in some instances use the same types of data across both datasets, whereas in other cases, they integrate various data types, such as merging sales history with product features. These hybrid strategies showcase the adaptability and intricacy of data analysis techniques in modern sales forecasting research.
Table 4. Summary of studies by data privacy type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Privacy</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Example of Studies</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Time series data</td>
<td>[10–12]</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tabular data</td>
<td>[13–15]</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Textual data</td>
<td>[16,17]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined data</td>
<td>[18–20]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Time series data</td>
<td>[21–23]</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tabular data</td>
<td>[24–26]</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Textual data</td>
<td>[27–29]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined data</td>
<td>[30–32]</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image data</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network data</td>
<td>[34,35]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Time series data</td>
<td>[36,37]</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tabular data</td>
<td>[38–40]</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Textual data</td>
<td>[41–43]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined data</td>
<td>[20,44,45]</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Performance Metrics Used in Sales Forecasting

This section aims to explore and elaborate on the various performance metrics prevalent in the realm of sales forecasting research. The assessment of sales forecasting models is of paramount importance, with the selection of metrics being largely contingent on the type of forecasting task at hand, such as classification, regression, or time series analysis, as well as the methodologies employed, like genetic algorithm models.

In the following, we provide a detailed description of the most frequently used metrics, as illustrated in Figure 7.
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At the forefront is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which stands out for its widespread use in 113 studies, highlighting its leading role as an indicator of forecast precision. Next in line are the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and the Mean Squared Error (MSE), applied in 89 and 70 studies, respectively. These indicators are especially valuable for regression-oriented forecasting models, emphasizing the importance of quantifying the differences between forecasted and actual values of sales.

The metrics used in evaluating sales forecasting models can be broadly categorized into four categories. Each category is tailored to assess different aspects of model’s performance, depending on the nature of the prediction and task:

- **Time series and regression evaluation metrics**: These metrics are essential when the output is numerical, such as the number of sales next month or the number of days of aging. They help in quantifying the accuracy of predictions in a continuous space.
- **Classification evaluation metrics**: this category is crucial when the objective is to evaluate the prediction of classes or categories, such as predicting whether sales will increase, decrease, require sentiment analysis, or remain stable.
- **Clustering evaluation metrics**: These metrics are used in sales forecasting when the goal is to evaluate models that group similar data points together without predefined labels. This can be useful in market segmentation and understanding customer behaviors.
- **Statistical model evaluation metrics**: these metrics assess the statistical robustness and validity of forecasting models, ensuring that predictions are not only accurate but also statistically significant.

In the following sections, we detail each metric category, starting with time series and regression evaluation metrics.

3.5.1. Time Series and Regression Evaluation Metrics

**Mean Absolute Error (MAE)**

This is a metric commonly used in sales forecasting, particularly in time series analysis and regression models. It measures the average magnitude of errors in a set of predictions, without considering their direction. It is the average over the test sample of the absolute differences between predictions and actual observations. The definition of MAE is as follows:

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |Y_i - \hat{Y}_i|
\]  

where \(Y_i\) represents the actual sales value of the \(i\)-th observation, \(\hat{Y}_i\) is the predicted value for the \(i\)-th observation, and \(n\) is the number of observations. The absolute value indicates that we take into account the magnitude of the errors regardless of their direction.

**Mean Squared Error (MSE)**

MSE is another popular metric used in evaluating the performance of sales forecasting models, especially those based on time series and regression analysis. Unlike MAE, MSE penalizes larger errors more heavily, as it squares the differences between actual and predicted values before averaging them. This makes MSE more sensitive to outliers and extreme values. The definition of MSE is as follows:

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_i - \hat{Y}_i)^2
\]  

where \(Y_i\) represents the actual sales value of the \(i\)-th observation, \(\hat{Y}_i\) is the predicted value for the \(i\)-th observation, and \(n\) is the number of observations. By squaring the differences, the impact of larger errors on the overall metric is magnified.
Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE)

MASE is a metric that extends the idea of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) by scaling the errors based on the in-sample Mean Absolute Error of a naive forecast method. This scaling makes MASE a more interpretable metric, as it allows for comparisons across different datasets and forecasting methods. The definition of MASE is as follows:

$$\text{MASE} = \frac{1/n \sum_{i=1}^{n} |Y_i - \hat{Y}_i|}{\frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{T} |Y_i - Y_{i-1}|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $Y_i$ represents the actual sales value of the $i$-th observation, $\hat{Y}_i$ is the predicted value for the $i$-th observation, $n$ is the number of observations in the test set, $T$ is the number of observations in the training set, and $Y_i$ and $Y_{i-1}$ are consecutive actual sales values in the training set.

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)

RMSE is closely related to MSE and is often used alongside it. RMSE is simply the square root of the MSE, which brings the error values back to the original scale of the data. This makes RMSE more interpretable than MSE, as the error values are in the same units as the original data. The definition of RMSE is as follows:

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_i - \hat{Y}_i)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $Y_i$, $\hat{Y}_i$, and $n$ are defined as before. By taking the square root, RMSE provides a more intuitive understanding of the average error magnitude in the model’s predictions.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)

This is a widely used metric in sales forecasting that expresses the accuracy of a forecasting model as a percentage. It measures the average absolute difference between actual and predicted values as a proportion of the actual values. The definition of MAPE is as follows:

$$\text{MAPE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{Y_i - \hat{Y}_i}{Y_i} \right| \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $Y_i$ represents the actual sales value of the $i$-th observation, $\hat{Y}_i$ is the predicted value for the $i$-th observation, and $n$ is the number of observations.

Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (sMAPE)

This is a variant of MAPE that addresses the issue of infinite or undefined values when actual values are close to zero. sMAPE also penalizes both over- and under-forecasting equally. The definition of sMAPE is as follows:

$$\text{sMAPE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{|Y_i - \hat{Y}_i|}{(|Y_i| + |\hat{Y}_i|)/2} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $Y_i$ and $\hat{Y}_i$ are defined as before.

$R^2$ (Coefficient of Determination)

is a metric that indicates the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable (actual sales) that is explained by the independent variables (features) in a regression model. $R^2$ ranges between 0 and 1, with higher values indicating a better fit of the model to the data. The definition of $R^2$ is as follows:
\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_i - \hat{Y}_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_i - \bar{Y})^2}
\]  
(7)

where \(Y_i\) and \(\hat{Y}_i\) are defined as before and \(\bar{Y}\) is the mean of the actual sales values.

Squared Loss (SQL)

This is a metric that measures the difference between actual and predicted values by squaring the errors. It is similar to Mean Squared Error (MSE), but without the averaging step. The definition of SQL is as follows:

\[
SQL = (Y_i - \hat{Y}_i)^2
\]  
(8)

where \(Y_i\) and \(\hat{Y}_i\) are defined as before.

Sum of Squared Errors (SSE)

This is a metric that measures the sum of the squared differences between actual and predicted values. It is used to assess the overall quality of a forecasting model. The definition of the SSE is as follows:

\[
SSE = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_i - \hat{Y}_i)^2
\]  
(9)

where \(Y_i\) and \(\hat{Y}_i\) are defined as before.

Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD)

This is a metric that measures the average absolute difference between actual and predicted values. It is similar to Mean Absolute Error (MAE), but it uses the median of the errors instead of the mean. The definition of MAD is as follows:

\[
MAD = \text{median}_{i=1}^{n} |Y_i - \hat{Y}_i|
\]  
(10)

where \(Y_i\) and \(\hat{Y}_i\) are defined as before.

3.5.2. Classification Evaluation Metrics

Classification evaluation metrics are crucial for assessing the performance of sales forecasting models when the objective is to predict discrete classes or categories, such as predicting whether sales will increase, decrease, or remain stable. These metrics provide valuable insights into the model’s ability to correctly classify instances and help in selecting the most suitable model for a given task.

Accuracy

Accuracy is a widely used metric for evaluating the performance of classification models. It measures the proportion of correct predictions out of the total number of predictions. The formula for accuracy is as follows:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}
\]  
(11)

where TP, TN, FP, and FN represent the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively. TP's represent the instances where the model correctly predicted a positive outcome, such as a decrease in sales, when the actual outcome was also negative.

TNs represent instances where the model correctly predicted a negative outcome, such as a decrease in sales or the absence of a particular event, when the actual outcome was indeed negative. This metric is crucial for understanding how well a model can identify and predict instances where an event does not occur.
FPs, often referred to as Type I errors, occur when the model incorrectly predicts a positive outcome (e.g., forecasting an increase in sales) when the actual outcome is negative (e.g., sales decreased or remained the same). A high number of false positives can indicate that a model is overly optimistic in predicting positive events.

FNs, also known as Type II errors, happen when the model fails to predict a positive outcome (e.g., an increase in sales) that actually occurs. This can be particularly costly in scenarios where missing out on a positive event (such as failing to anticipate a surge in demand) could have significant implications.

Precision

Precision is a metric that measures the proportion of true positive predictions out of all positive predictions made by the model. It is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

(12)

Precision is particularly useful when the cost of false positives is high, as it provides insights into the model’s ability to avoid making false positive predictions.

Recall

Recall, also known as sensitivity, is a metric that measures the proportion of true positive predictions out of all actual positive instances in the dataset. It is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

(13)

Recall is particularly useful when the cost of false negatives is high, as it provides insights into the model’s ability to correctly identify positive instances.

F1 Score

F1 score is a metric that combines precision and recall into a single value, providing a balanced assessment of the model’s performance. It is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and recall:

\[
\text{F1-Score} = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

(14)

F1 score is particularly useful when dealing with imbalanced datasets or when both precision and recall are important for the application.

Confusion Matrix

A confusion matrix is a powerful tool for visualizing the performance of a classification model. It is essentially a table used to describe the performance of a predictive model on a test dataset for which the true values are known. The matrix itself displays the number of correct and incorrect predictions made by the model, categorized by type. Specifically, the diagonal elements of the matrix represent the number of instances where the predicted class matches the actual class—these are the correct predictions. This direct visualization aids in more easily understanding which classes are being predicted correctly and which are not.

For a binary classification problem, the confusion matrix can be graphically represented in Table 5.

Table 5. Confusion matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Values</th>
<th>Prediction Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True positive (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False negative (FN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evaluation metrics like accuracy, precision, and recall can be directly computed from the values in this matrix. It also explicitly shows different types of errors made by the model.

For multi-class problems, the confusion matrix generalizes to an $N \times N$ grid, where $N$ is the number of classes. Each row represents the instances in an actual class, while each column represents the instances in a predicted class.

Area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC-ROC)

The Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC-ROC) is a metric for evaluating the performance of a classification model. It measures the model’s ability to distinguish between positive and negative classes across various threshold levels. The ROC curve plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate, providing a visual representation of the model’s discrimination thresholds.

The AUC-ROC, the integral of the ROC curve, encapsulates the model’s discrimination capacity into a single value between 0 and 1. A perfect model has an AUC of 1.0, while a model with an AUC of 0.5 does not perform better than random chance. Values below 0.5 suggest that a model performs worse than random, potentially indicating a need to reevaluate the model’s approach. The AUC-ROC is exceptionally beneficial when decision thresholds are variable, in situations with imbalanced class distributions, or when the costs associated with false positives and negatives are significantly different. Figure 8 illustrates the ROC curve, where the solid line represents the balance between TPR and FPR at various thresholds. The dashed line indicates the line of no discrimination, equivalent to random guessing. The area shaded under the ROC curve (AUC) quantifies the overall ability of the model to correctly classify the positive and negative cases. The closer the ROC curve is to the top-left corner of the graph, the higher the model’s accuracy.

![ROC curve and its corresponding AUC](image)

**Figure 8.** The ROC curve and its corresponding AUC.

3.5.3. Clustering Evaluation Metrics

Clustering evaluation metrics are used to assess the performance of clustering methods in sales forecasting, particularly when hybrid methods that incorporate clustering are employed. Despite the scarcity of extensive research in this area, these metrics are crucial for gauging the quality and effectiveness of the clustering process.

Diversity Measures

Diversity measures are used to assess the variability, heterogeneity, and diversity of predictions made by ensemble models or within clusters of data. These measures help in understanding the spread or dissimilarity in the data or models. Common diversity measures include the Shannon Diversity Index, Simpson’s Diversity Index, and the Gini–Simpson Index. In ensemble learning, diversity among the models can lead to better generalization and robustness of the predictions. In clustering, diversity measures can
help in assessing the effectiveness of the clustering process by evaluating how distinct the clusters are from one another.

3.5.4. Statistical Model Evaluation Metrics

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)

The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is a criterion for model selection among a finite set of models. The BIC is based on the likelihood function and is closely related to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). However, the BIC introduces a higher penalty for models with more parameters, which helps to prevent overfitting. It is calculated as $BIC = \ln(n)k - 2\ln(\hat{L})$, where $n$ is the number of observations, $k$ is the number of parameters, and $\hat{L}$ is the maximized value of the likelihood function of the model. Models with lower BIC values are generally preferred.

Overall Goodness of Fit (OGF)

The OGF is a comprehensive metric used to evaluate how well a statistical model fits the observed data. It typically involves a combination of tests and measures, such as the Chi-square test, R-squared, and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), to assess the discrepancy between observed values and the values expected under the model in question. A higher goodness of fit indicates that the model accurately represents the data, while a lower goodness of fit suggests discrepancies between the model and observed data.

Convergence Rate

The convergence rate of a statistical model or algorithm refers to the speed at which it approaches its final solution or optimal performance as the number of iterations increases or as the sample size grows. It is a critical factor in the evaluation of iterative algorithms, including optimization algorithms and machine learning models. The convergence rate can be described quantitatively, often as a function of the number of iterations or the size of the dataset. For example, an algorithm may have a linear convergence rate if the error decreases proportionally with the number of iterations, or a quadratic convergence rate if the error decreases with the square of the number of iterations. Fast convergence rates are desirable as they imply that the model or algorithm requires fewer iterations and resources to reach an acceptable level of accuracy. However, the convergence rate may vary depending on the complexity of the problem, the initial conditions, and the algorithm’s parameters. Understanding and optimizing the convergence rate is crucial for efficient algorithm design and implementation, especially in data-intensive applications where computational resources are a limiting factor.

3.6. Limitations of Proposed Solutions in Sales Forecasting

The limitations existing in sales forecasting can be systematically categorized into several distinct areas, highlighting the multifaceted challenges encountered in developing and implementing effective forecasting models. These limitations are detailed as follows:

1. Data limitations:
   Many studies are constrained by the scope, quality, and availability of the data (Table 4) used for training and testing their models. Issues such as reliance on data from specific regions, industries, or platforms may limit the applicability of the findings to other contexts. Notable examples include the studies [27,31,32].

2. Model complexity and interpretability:
   The complexity of the proposed solutions, which often involve complex ensemble models or the integration of multiple techniques (like deep learning, optimization algorithms, and sentiment analysis), poses significant challenges in terms of interpretability, computational requirements, and practical implementation. Representative studies include [28,46].

3. Handling dynamic factors:
Accurately capturing and forecasting the impact of dynamic factors, such as economic fluctuations and consumer behavior changes, remains a challenge. This issue is particularly pronounced in scenarios involving unforeseen events, like the COVID-19 pandemic, which can drastically affect sales and demand patterns. This category is inferred from discussions in various studies [47–51].

4. Overfitting and bias:
The risk of overfitting to training data or introducing biases through specific datasets or algorithms used, which could impair the model’s performance on unseen data or in real-world applications, is a noted concern. The studies [52–54] mention limitations concerning dataset biases and overfitting.

5. Computational resources:
The computationally intensive nature of some deep learning models and ensemble techniques, which require significant resources for training and deployment, limit their practical applicability in certain scenarios. Key examples include [55–58].

6. Integration and adaptation:
The potential difficulties in integrating the proposed solutions with existing systems or adapting them to various industries, products, or market conditions are acknowledged, indicating a need for further research and customization. Examples include [41,45].

3.7. Methods and Technologies Used in Sales Forecasting

Sales forecasting encompasses a broad array of methods and technologies tailored to the unique challenges and goals of predicting future sales. The complexity of sales forecasting arises from the need to understand and quantify the relationship between a multitude of factors that influence sales, such as historic sales, consumer behavior, and market conditions with economic indicators and company operations.

The methods and techniques in sales forecasting vary depending on the problem that the study tries to answer. It is often approached as a time series problem where future sales, \( y_{t+1} \), are predicted as a function, \( f \), of sales in a prior window of time, \( [t - \text{window}, t] \). The function \( f \) can take various forms, such as statistical models or machine learning techniques. These methods leverage historical sales data to identify patterns and trends, which are then used to generate forecasts.

However, sales data are often noisy and non-stationary, meaning they can exhibit trends, cycles, and volatilities that evolve over time. Effective forecasting models must account for these characteristics, adapting and evolving as new data become available. Moreover, the advent of big data and advanced computational power has catalyzed the development of sophisticated models that can capture complex patterns and relationships within the data that were previously undetectable with simpler models. This is why deep learning models and hybrid models, which combine various statistical models with machine learning, are increasingly prevalent. In some cases, the problem of sales forecasting can also be viewed as a text mining problem to understand client demand using data from customer reviews to predict future sales. Here, techniques such as text mining and sentiment analysis can be invaluable.

Thus, the selection of appropriate sales forecasting methods and technologies heavily depends on the nature of the sales data, the forecasting horizon, the level of accuracy required, and the computational resources available. Techniques can range from simple moving averages and exponential smoothing to complex machine learning algorithms and artificial intelligence applications. Each of these methods has its strengths and weaknesses, and often, a hybrid or ensemble approach is used to combine the benefits of multiple methods to enhance forecasting performance.

Figure 9 summarizes the techniques and models often used in sales forecasting. As we delve into the various techniques, we explore how each category of methods contributes to the overarching goal of predicting future sales.
Figure 9. Mind map of techniques and models used in sales forecasting.
3.7.1. Qualitative Methods

Qualitative methods in sales forecasting are based on expert judgments, market intelligence, and subjective evaluations, rather than relying on quantitative historical data. These methods prove beneficial in scenarios involving new products, markets, or disruptive events where past data might not be available or relevant. The literature includes works comparing these methods with machine learning approaches, such as the studies by Bian et al. (2022) [59] and Shiman (2023) [60].

3.7.2. Machine Learning Models

In recent years, machine learning techniques have experienced a significant surge in popularity within the sales forecasting domain, primarily due to their remarkable ability to process and learn from vast datasets, thereby unearthing complex patterns [32,42,61–63]. These techniques have found diverse applications, such as identifying key factors influencing sales [32,42,61–63]; predicting customer churn and lifetime value to enable targeted retention strategies [31,42,64,65]; forecasting demand for new products or services based on similar historical patterns [66–71]; and optimizing pricing and promotional strategies to maximize sales and profitability [72–77].

A diverse array of machine learning algorithms has been employed in sales forecasting, including Support Vector Machines (SVMs), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNNs), Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Trees (DTs), Random Forest (RF), Gradient Boosting, and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost).

3.7.3. Deep Learning Models

Deep learning, a subset of machine learning, has emerged as a powerful set of techniques in the sales forecasting area, particularly over the last decade. It is well-suited for addressing complex time series problems through models like Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [78–80], Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks [38,81], and Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) [82,83]. These models are adept at capturing temporal dependencies and patterns in sales data, which is crucial for accurate forecasting.

Another notable technique includes the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [10,49], which simplifies the structure of standard RNNs while retaining their ability to capture dependencies for time series data.

Moreover, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [84,85] have been applied to sales data, utilizing filters to extract spatial hierarchies of features, which is beneficial in recognizing patterns that influence sales trends. This array of deep learning models demonstrates the evolving landscape of sales forecasting techniques, driven by advancements in AI and computational capabilities. Recently, more advanced models such as Transformers and pretrained Large Language Models (LLMs) have gained traction in the field. Transformers, with their self-attention mechanisms [86], are particularly effective in handling long-range dependencies and have shown superior performance in various forecasting tasks [87]. LLMs, originally designed for natural language processing tasks [88], are now being adapted for sales forecasting by leveraging their ability to analyze and interpret vast amounts of textual data, such as customer reviews and social media sentiments. These models enhance the forecasting accuracy by incorporating sentiment analysis and other qualitative data into the predictive models.

3.7.4. Statistical Models

Despite the rise of deep learning models in sales forecasting, traditional statistical models [89,90] continue to play a crucial role due to their effectiveness in handling sales data. Among these, the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) [91] model and its variant, the Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) [92], stand out for their ability to model various types of time series data, including those with seasonal trends.

Exponential smoothing techniques are also widely used for their simplicity and robustness in forecasting, especially when dealing with time series data that exhibit a trend or
seasonal pattern. These methods apply weighted averages of past observations to predict future values [93], making them particularly effective for short-term forecasts.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods offer a probabilistic approach to sales forecasting, incorporating prior knowledge and evidence to update the probability of a hypothesis as more information becomes available. These approaches are highly adaptable and are applied to a wide range of forecasting problems [55].

3.7.5. Decomposition and Clustering Techniques

Decomposition and clustering techniques are powerful tools in sales forecasting that help break down complex data or identify groups within the data.

Decomposition techniques [94,95] are used to break down complex sales data into simpler components, making it easier to identify patterns and generate accurate forecasts. These techniques include Time Series Decomposition, Segmentation Methods, and Hierarchical Forecasting. Clustering methods are used to group similar sales data points together based on their characteristics [96,97]. These methods help identify customer segments or product categories that exhibit similar sales patterns, allowing for more targeted forecasting.

3.7.6. Optimization and Heuristic Approaches

Those approaches are increasingly being used in sales forecasting to find optimal solutions in complex and high-dimensional search spaces. These methods are particularly useful when dealing with large datasets and when traditional statistical methods may not be sufficient. Two popular optimization and heuristic approaches are Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithms [30,98,99].

3.7.7. Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Natural language processing techniques have become indispensable in the realm of sales forecasting due to their ability to derive meaningful insights from unstructured textual data. These data encompass customer reviews, social media posts, and news articles, which are rich sources of information on consumer sentiment and market trends.

One of the cornerstone NLP techniques in this context is sentiment analysis [22,29], which focuses on determining the emotional tone or opinion expressed in text data. This capability is pivotal for sales forecasting, as it allows businesses to gauge customer sentiment towards their products or brands. Sentiment analysis serves as a tool for identifying leading indicators of future sales performance by examining the positive or negative trends in customer sentiment found in reviews or social media mentions.

3.7.8. Data Processing Techniques

Data processing techniques play a vital role in sales forecasting by transforming raw data into a format suitable for analysis and modeling. These techniques help improve the quality of the data, reduce computational complexity, and enhance the performance of forecasting models. Two key data processing techniques in sales forecasting are dimensionality reduction and feature selection. Dimensionality reduction techniques [25,31] aim to reduce the number of variables or features in a dataset while retaining the most important information. Feature selection techniques [100,101] focus on identifying the most relevant features or variables for sales forecasting, while discarding irrelevant or redundant ones. This process helps improve model interpretability, reduce overfitting, and enhance the generalization performance of forecasting models.

3.7.9. Hybrid Approaches

Hybrid approaches in sales forecasting integrate two or more distinct forecasting techniques or models to enhance accuracy and robustness. These methods aim to capitalize on the strengths and offset the weaknesses of individual models, thereby improving overall performance. Common hybrid approaches include the integration of ARIMA and SARIMA with LSTM models; ARIMA and SARIMA are adept at capturing linear patterns, while
LSTM excels in modeling nonlinear dynamics in data [102]. Another approach is the Non-linear Autoregressive with ARIMA, which merges nonlinear autoregressive models with ARIMA to capture both nonlinear and linear dependencies [103]. Additionally, the clustering and SVM strategy employs clustering algorithms to group similar sales patterns, followed by the application of SVM to each cluster for forecasting [96]. Furthermore, combining NLP techniques with machine learning models allows the incorporation of textual information such as customer reviews or social media data into the forecasting process, enriching the predictive accuracy [104,105].

3.7.10. Ensemble Techniques

Ensemble techniques, on the other hand, combine multiple models of the same type to create a more powerful and accurate forecasting system. The main idea behind ensemble techniques is to leverage the collective knowledge of multiple models to make better predictions. Ensemble methods aim to reduce the variance and bias of individual models, leading to improved generalization performance.

A key difference between hybrid approaches and ensemble techniques is that hybrid approaches typically combine models from different families (e.g., statistical and machine learning models), while ensemble techniques often use multiple models of the same type (e.g., multiple Decision Trees in a Random Forest). The most popular ensemble techniques used in sales forecasting include the following: Bagging: this trains multiple instances of the same model on different subsets of the training data and combines their predictions through averaging or voting [27,106]. Boosting: boosting algorithms, such as AdaBoost [36] and Gradient Boosting [12], iteratively train weak learners and combine them to create a strong learner, focusing on difficult samples or minimizing the overall loss function. Stacking: this combines the predictions of multiple heterogeneous models using a meta-model that learns to optimally combine the base models’ predictions [107].

3.7.11. Miscellaneous Techniques

In addition to the various forecasting models and techniques discussed earlier, there are several emerging technologies that have the potential to revolutionize sales forecasting. These technologies offer new ways of processing and analyzing vast amounts of data, improve computational efficiency, and uncover hidden patterns and insights. Such technologies include quantum computing [108], IoT analysis [81], and big data analytics [109].

3.8. The Evolution of Sales Forecasting Techniques

Sales forecasting has undergone considerable transformation over time. Initially grounded in qualitative methods based on expert opinions, the field has progressively embraced more sophisticated quantitative approaches.

Figure 10 indicates that traditional statistical models were popular early on but saw a gradual decline in studies over the years. Machine learning models have shown an increasing trend, indicating their rising importance in sales forecasting. Deep learning models, while not as prominent as machine learning initially, experienced a surge in studies, peaking around 2021 before declining. Notably, ensemble techniques and optimization and heuristic approaches also gained attention in certain periods, suggesting their utility in addressing complex forecasting challenges. This progression underscores the industry’s shift towards more data-driven and algorithmically complex methods to grapple with the growing intricacies of market dynamics, the abundance of data, and the continual improvements in computational capabilities.
3.9. Variations in Sales Forecasting Models across Industries

Sales forecasting models are designed to meet the distinct needs and tackle the unique challenges of various industries, reflecting a diversity in data characteristics and operational priorities. These models are fundamental in translating complex data into actionable insights that drive strategic decisions and operational efficiencies.

In the retail sector, demand forecasting is essential for managing inventory and optimizing supply chains, utilizing consumer behavior trends, seasonal variations, and promotional impacts to predict future product demands. This helps in minimizing costs and enhancing customer satisfaction [30]. Contrastingly, water resource management employs forecasting models to ensure sustainable usage by predicting future water needs, critical for urban and agricultural planning [24].

The financial markets rely heavily on forecasting for guiding investment decisions through the prediction of stock prices and market trends, using historical data and advanced statistical methods [27]. Similarly, supply chain management forecasts product demand to optimize manufacturing and distribution processes, which is vital for reducing costs and improving logistics [31].

In the realm of corporate finance, forecasting is geared towards projecting economic trends and assessing financial health, aiding fiscal strategies in businesses and governments [32]. The fight against the drug industry benefits from forecasting by predicting sales and locations. This is highlighted by several studies, such as [110,111], which discuss the methodologies and successes of predictive analytics in this context.

Furthermore, the telecommunications sector uses these models to anticipate service demand and network traffic, which is essential for planning infrastructure development and ensuring quality service [109]. Finally, the energy sector employs forecasting to manage supply and demand, optimizing production to meet market conditions and consumption patterns [112]. In E-commerce, sales forecasting involves analyzing consumer data and market trends to manage inventory and target marketing efforts, using sophisticated data analytics tools [20].

3.10. Real-Time Sales Forecasting Models

Real-time sales forecasting models play a crucial role in sales, where they substantially improve decision making by providing prompt and accurate predictions of sales.
Although there is a limited number of studies specifically addressing these models, existing research offers valuable insights. For example, Purnama et al. (2023) [113] demonstrate that incorporating online data-driven methods into product development and supply chain management significantly reduces the time to market and enhances adaptability to consumer demands in high-technology industries. In a similar study, Panda et al. (2023) [38] show that real-time forecasting with advanced machine learning models enables more agile adjustments in the food industry’s supply chain by accurately predicting demand fluctuations.

For the impact of real-time sales forecasting models, Zhao et al. (2022) [105] demonstrated the use of Linear Regression and Support Vector Regression models, integrated with sentiment and influence data from microblogs, to predict short-term movie box office sales. The real-time analysis of sentiment significantly enhanced the prediction accuracy, showing that timely data integration could lead to better forecasting outcomes. By adjusting marketing and distribution strategies based on these forecasts, movie distributors can maximize opening weekend revenues and overall profitability.

The study on three-dimensional concurrent engineering (3DCE) by Purnama et al. (2023) [113] is another excellent example of real-time sales forecasting impacting revenue. In high-technology markets, such as smartphones, where product life cycles are short and consumer demands rapidly evolve, real-time data-driven approaches can link customer requirements with supply chain dynamics effectively. This approach not only reduces the time to market but also minimizes the risks of stock outs or excess inventory, directly enhancing revenue potential. Real-time sales forecasting models offer significant benefits to sales in decision making, supply chain management, and revenue potential. By providing accurate and timely predictions of sales, these models enable more agile adjustments to supply chain dynamics, reduce waste, and enhance revenue potential.

### 3.11. Overview of Previous Studies

This section provides a detailed comparison of previous reviews and studies in sales forecasting and identifies the specific gaps that our research aims to fill. Table 6 below compares key aspects of existing research with our study, highlighting the differences in methodologies, focus areas, and outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Focus Area</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
<th>Gaps Identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[114]</td>
<td>State-of-the-art overview of marketing analytics</td>
<td>Marketing, specifically analyzing customer behavior</td>
<td>Provides insights into customer behavior and decision making processes</td>
<td>Limited depth in specific industries; focuses broadly on marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[115]</td>
<td>Discusses XAI methods, particularly in AI transparency</td>
<td>Information systems, particularly in AI applications</td>
<td>Discusses the importance of transparency in AI applications</td>
<td>Does not address specific industry challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[116]</td>
<td>Comprehensive survey of deep learning tools</td>
<td>Various applications of deep learning across industries</td>
<td>Outlines the utility and application of deep learning tools in data analytics</td>
<td>Broad focus, lacks industry-specific insights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[117]</td>
<td>Examines deep learning architectures like RNN and LSTM</td>
<td>Smart cities and related applications</td>
<td>Reviews the effectiveness of time series forecasting in smart city management</td>
<td>Specific to smart cities, not applicable to other industries directly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Focus Area</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
<th>Gaps Identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[118]</td>
<td>Electrification of vehicles, trends, and implications</td>
<td>Transportation, focusing on electric vehicles</td>
<td>Discusses current trends and future directions in electric vehicle markets</td>
<td>Focused solely on electric vehicles, not covering other automotive areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[119]</td>
<td>Deep learning architectures for time series forecasting</td>
<td>Various applications including climate, finance, retail, and healthcare</td>
<td>Effective in handling complex time series data, outperforming traditional methods</td>
<td>Complexity and black-box nature of deep learning models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[120]</td>
<td>Machine learning models, especially SVMs and neural networks</td>
<td>Financial markets, particularly stock market forecasting</td>
<td>Effective in analyzing financial time series; highlights need for research in developing markets</td>
<td>Predicting financial markets remains complex due to inherent unpredictability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[121]</td>
<td>Text mining in online sentiment analysis</td>
<td>Financial markets, sentiment analysis for stocks and FOREX</td>
<td>Potential of text mining to predict market trends emphasized</td>
<td>Challenge in predicting market movements due to complex data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[122]</td>
<td>Various deep learning models like CNNs, LSTMs, and GANs</td>
<td>Time series prediction across various fields</td>
<td>Unique advantages of models in specific scenarios highlighted</td>
<td>Computational intensity and overfitting issues noted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The review of the literature underscores a prevalent issue: most studies concentrate intensely on specific sectors or utilize a single technological approach, which considerably narrows their applicability and relevance to the broader field of sales forecasting. Our research addresses these gaps in the following ways:

- Expanding domain applicability: unlike previous works, our study does not confine its approach to a single domain but seeks to develop methodologies that are applicable across various types of sales contexts, enhancing the generalizability of our findings.
- Technological diversity: we incorporate a variety of technological approaches, including AI and statistical models, to provide a comprehensive tool that is adaptable to different sales forecasting needs rather than focusing on a singular aspect of technology.
- Holistic methodological approach: our research combines multiple studies to cover a range of sales types and scenarios, bridging the gap between domain-specific studies and the need for versatile, all-encompassing forecasting tools.

An important limitation in sales forecasting that our study addresses is sales intermittency, where data are often sparse and non-continuous. Sales intermittency refers to irregular and unpredictable occurrences of sales, including periods where sales may drop to zero, complicating the forecasting process. Such conditions demand robust methodologies that can effectively handle sporadic demand. Our research reviews how various works have addressed this issue, with machine learning techniques providing potential solutions. These methodologies are capable of analyzing patterns in sparse data and predicting future
sales with greater accuracy, thus improving the reliability of sales forecasts in industries where sales intermittency is prevalent [47–51].

3.12. Discussion

In this section, we synthesize and discuss the answers given to each research question posed in our systematic mapping study. We provide a comprehensive evaluation of the methodologies, technologies, and strategies used in sales forecasting, uncovering an evolving terrain where traditional quantitative and statistical techniques not only persist but are also progressively augmented by advanced machine learning and deep learning approaches.

A significant observation is the surge in research efforts, particularly since 2016, signaling a growing interest in sales forecasting due to its strategic business importance. The study identifies a wide range of publication sources, indicating the interdisciplinary nature of the field that encompasses business, economics, statistics, and computer science.

The analysis of keywords and terminology used in the literature shows a strong focus on predictive modeling, machine learning techniques, time series analysis, and the amalgamation of various data sources. This demonstrates the multidisciplinary approach to sales forecasting, which merges statistical methods, artificial intelligence algorithms, and domain-specific knowledge to tackle the dynamic and intricate nature of sales prediction.

This study also underscores the variety of datasets used to assess sales forecasting approaches, ranging from public benchmarks to proprietary datasets specific to particular industries or companies. This variety mirrors the customized nature of sales forecasting tasks, which often demand domain-specific data and considerations.

Moreover, the examination of performance metrics used in sales forecasting studies emphasizes the importance of evaluation metrics. These metrics are essential for gauging the accuracy of regression and classification predictions, a critical aspect of sales forecasting.

A notable finding from the study is the increasing integration of classical statistical models with contemporary machine learning algorithms. This hybrid method takes advantage of the robustness of traditional models while harnessing the predictive capabilities of machine learning to manage large datasets and complex patterns that elude simpler, linear models.

However, the study also identifies several challenges in the field of sales forecasting. Issues related to data, such as availability and quality, pose significant obstacles to the creation of effective forecasting models. Furthermore, the assimilation of these advanced models into existing business systems and workflows remains a complex task that necessitates continuous research and innovation.

A critical aspect that has emerged from the study is sales intermittency. Sales data often exhibit irregular patterns, with periods of zero sales interspersed with bursts of activity, particularly in industries with seasonal demand or irregular purchase cycles. Traditional forecasting models struggle to handle such intermittence, necessitating the development of specialized techniques that can accurately predict sales in such erratic environments. Addressing intermittence requires robust methods capable of capturing both the frequency and magnitude of sales events, ensuring businesses can maintain appropriate inventory levels and optimize their supply chains.

Based on the insights derived from this extensive review, several potential avenues for future research in the field of sales forecasting are evident: enhancing predictive capabilities by leveraging diverse data sources such as sales figures, customer demographics, and economic indicators; developing hybrid and ensemble modeling approaches that combine the strengths of multiple forecasting techniques; incorporating dynamic and contextual factors such as seasonality, promotional activities, and market trends to improve forecasting accuracy and real-world applicability; focusing on the development of models that are not only accurate but also interpretable to enhance trust and facilitate better decision making within businesses; and exploring the implementation of real-time data processing and forecasting models to provide immediate insights and support agile decision making processes.
The findings from this study have significant implications for practice. Businesses can leverage advanced sales forecasting methods to enhance their strategic planning, inventory management, and financial decision making. The integration of machine learning and deep learning techniques allows for more accurate and scalable forecasting, which is crucial in today’s data-driven business environment. However, to effectively implement these advanced models, businesses must invest in data quality management, ensure the continuous training of their analytics teams, and develop systems that can integrate these models into their existing workflows.

4. Conclusions

In this article, we reviewed the landscape of sales forecasting research in all sectors, highlighting the significant advancements and diverse methodologies that have emerged over the past decade. We addressed the research questions defined in Section 2.1, using a structured approach that allowed us to thoroughly examine the current state of sales forecasting research and practices. Through the detailed mapping study conducted in this article, we have unearthed the increasing inclination towards sophisticated analytical techniques, notably machine learning and deep learning, aimed at refining the accuracy of sales forecasts. The findings reveal the critical challenges that research faces, such as the quality and complexity of data, alongside the dynamic nature of the sales environment. This review has illuminated the significant transition in sales forecasting methodologies to more sophisticated machine learning and deep learning approaches. These advanced methods are better equipped to handle the complexities of big data and have demonstrated substantial improvements in forecast accuracy. The integration of big data analytics into sales forecasting not only enhances predictive precision but also allows for more nuanced understandings of market dynamics and customer behavior. However, the adoption of these advanced technologies is not without its challenges. Issues with data quality, access, and integration with existing systems remain substantial barriers.

Based on the insights derived from this extensive review, we foresee several potential avenues for future research in the field of sales forecasting, specifically within the automotive industry due to its complex market structure, global supply chains, evolving consumer preferences, and significant economic impact. These include embracing multimodal data integration to enhance predictive capabilities by leveraging diverse data sources such as historical sales, customer demographics, and economic indicators. We also aim to advance hybrid and ensemble modeling approaches that combine the strengths of multiple forecasting techniques, such as time series analysis and machine learning algorithms. Incorporating dynamic and contextual factors, such as seasonality, promotional activities, and market trends, is also crucial for improving forecasting accuracy and real-world applicability. Lastly, addressing interpretability and explainability is essential for enhancing trust in our forecasting models and facilitating better decision making within the automotive industry.
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